
Marching-In Formation



1) There will be a clear signal as when and where the transition 
shall start; everyone is to march or mark time until a halt signal 
is given.

2) The pipers are to follow the person in front of them while 
leaving an opening at the top-middle of the oval.

3) With the opening formed, or forming, the drums will be doing 
a left wheel into that opening and should end up with bass 
drum(s) in the very center, tenors on the right of bass drum with 
snares to the left of bass drum.

Form into Concert Formation



We might only have one row of drummers:
   - Bass drum(s) in the very center
   - Tenors on the right of bass drum 
   - Snares to the left of bass drum.

We will still have two rows of pipers.

Continue marking time once in formation.

DM will give small hand gestures to effect spacing 
adjustments, if needed.

Once everyone is in place the halt signal will be given.

Concert Formation



The reform effort is a ‘follow the leader’ 
movement for both pipers and 
drummers as we get back into the 
original marching formation. 

Reform into Marching Formation



Note that the circle rows switched places due to the 
counter-march like maneuver we did during the 
Concert Formation.

We need to stay within the grass area until the Fife 
and Drums pass by, so the ranks will be more 
compressed than when normally marching. 

Once the ‘Forward March’ signal (with the mace) is 
given, the first rank will be able to step out right away 
with the left foot. But because of the need to be 
compressed, the other ranks will wait a bit then step 
out as spacing allows. Thus it can be either a left or 
right foot step out since we are already marching 
(much like the counter-march traffic jam in massed 
bands).  

Marching-Out Formation


